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A UNIFIED APPROACH TO THE SUMMATION AND INTEGRATION 
FORMULAS FOR g-HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS II 

Mizan Rahman and Sergei K. Suslov 

ABSTRACT. AS a continuation of a previous report, the summation formulas for 
the bilateral 2'02 series and the balanced 3^3 series are obtained from a Pearson- 
type difference equation on a g-linear lattice without the benefit of a single trans- 
formation formula. The corresponding formulas for Ramanujan-type integrals 
also are derived. For the sake of completeness, the previously-found Barnes-type 
integrals for the same lattice and same coefficient functions are stated. 

1. Introduction 

This is a continuation of the work that the authors started in [11] on the question 
of how to derive the summation formulas for basic hypergeometric functions as well 
as the corresponding integration formulas of two different types (for an exhaustive 
list, see [5]) without the benefit of any transformation formula. The key to the whole 
approach is a Pearson-type difference equation of order one: 

^-)[p(s)*(S)]=p(s)T{s), (1.1) 

which is a difference-analogue of the Pearson equation in differential equations: 

■^[p(x)cr(x)} = P(X)T(X) (1.2) 

where a(x) and T(X) in (1.2) are polynomials of degrees at most 2 and 1, respectively. 
In (1.1), x(s) represents a lattice in the variable s that changes in units of length 1 
and xi(s) = x(s + 1/2). The forward and backward difference operators A and V, 
respectively, are defined by 

A[f(x(s))]=f(x(s + l))-f(x(s)),    V[/(x(«))] = A[f(x(s-1))]. (1.3) 

The coefficient functions a(s) and r(s) are, as in (1.2), polynomials of degrees at most 
2 and 1, respectively, in x(s). It was shown in [3], [9], and [10] (see also [7] and [12]) 
that a solution of (1.1) for p(s) enables one to solve the second-order hypergeometric- 
type difference equation: 

~Ay(sy V 
a(x(s)) 

Vxi(s) [Ax(s) 
| T(X(S)) 'Ay(s)      Vy(s) 

Ax(s)     Vx(s) 
+ \y(s) = 0        (1.4) 
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where the relations between the coefficient functions cr(s), d'(x(s)), T(S), and f(x(s)) 
are given by 

T(S) = f(x(s)), 

a(s) 
1 

Hx(s))- -fOr(s))Va;i(s), (1.5) 

and A is a parameter independent of s. Iip(s) satisfies (1.1), then (1.4) can be rewritten 
in the self-adjoint form: 

V 
Vari(s) 

p(s + l)a(s + 1) 
Ay(s) 

+ Xp(s)y(s)=0. (1.6) 

An important characterization theorem, proved in [3], is that (1.4) is truly hyper- 
geometric, meaning that the successive difference derivatives of y(s) also satisfy an 
equation of the same type as (1.4) if and only if x(s) has the form 

x(s) = 
Ciq~s + Ciq* + C3,   ifg^l, 

C{s2 + C'2s, if q = 1, 
(1.7) 

where Ci, C2, C3, Ci, C2 are arbitrary constants such that C1C2 ^ 0 =£ CiC^. If Ci or 
C2 is 0, then the lattice is called g-linear, otherwise it is ^-quadratic. When q=l,x(s) 
is linear if C{ = 0 and quadratic if C{ 7^ 0. To show how the first expression reduces 
to the second in the limit q —> 1, we first rewrite it in the form A(q~s — 1) + B(qs — 1), 
assuming, of course, that x(0) = 0, factor it as (q~s - 1)(A — Bqs), replace A, B by 
62(1 — q)~~2 and — Ci(l — g)~2, respectively, and then take the limit. 

In [11], we are concerned with solutions of (1.1) when x(s) is g-linear and, a(s) and 
T(S) are polynomials of degrees 2 and 1, respectively, in x(s). We showed how to derive 
the g-binomial formula, Ramanujan's iipi summation formula, and his corresponding 
integration formula in a very elementary manner. We also obtained the two summation 
formulas for the 2^1 series as well as their integral counterparts. 

The bilateral basic hypergeometric series ripr is an infinite series with r numerator 
and r denominator parameters: 

rVV 
ai,a2,. 

;g,* = £ (ai,a2,--.ar ; q)n  n 
  -z , 

rL   (&l!&2>---&r ; <l)n 

which converges absolutely in the annulus 

6162 • • • br 

0,10,2 - • - ar 
< \z\ < 1. 

The g-shifted factorials on the right-hand side of (1.8) are defined by 

(a ; q)n 
if n = 0, 

(1 - a)(l - aq) - • • (1 - aq71'1),    if n = 1,2,. 

(a 5 tf)oo =  lim (a ; q)n, \q\ < 1, n—KX) 

(d, 02,... ar ; q)n = (ai ; g)„(a2 ; g)n • • • far ; q)n, 

(-q/a)nq® 
(a; ?)_„ = 

(?/o ; 9)r 
n = 0,1,2,... 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 
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If one of the parameters in the denominator of (1.8), say, br is q, then every term from 
n = —oo to n = — 1 vanishes, and we obtain a r$r-\ series: 

rS^r-l 
ai, a2,... ttr 

61,62,...fcr-i;9,': 

E(ai,a2,...ar ; g)n _n /1 1 .v 
TTI—-TTT^U2 ' (L14) 

n=0 
(g,6i,...6r_i ; g)n 

which converges absolutely inside the unit circle \z\ = 1. For more detailed information 
about these series, see [5]. 

In this paper, we once again shall restrict ourselves to a ^-linear lattice and generate 
summation and integration formulas for the 2^2 and 3^3 series. In Section 2, we 
shall derive the 2^2 summation formula that will be used in Section 3 to obtain a 
Ramanujan-type integral. For the 3^3 series, which will be considered in Section 4, 
we will need to relax the restriction on r(s) by allowing it to have a simple pole 
in addition to the polynomial component. This procedure appears to destroy the 
hypergeometric character of (1.4) but, nonetheless, leads to a richer variety of solutions 
of (1.1) as well as a wider class of solutions of an equation corresponding to (1.4), 
namely, biorthogonal rational functions; see [8]. In Section 5, we shall conclude the 
paper by deriving a formula that evaluates a Ramanujan-type integral corresponding 
to the 3^3 formula. 

The summation and integration formulas that originate from the ^-quadratic lat- 
tices will be dealt with in a future and final paper in this series. 

2. The ^-linear lattice x{s) — qs: the 2^2 summation formula 

For the coefficient functions a(s) and T(S), let us take 

<7W = (l-cg-1)(l-dg-
1)> 

cr(s) + T(a)Vxi(s) = zq-^l - aqs)(l - bqs). (2.1) 

Then 

r(fi)Vxi(«) = (z/q - 1) + [c + d - z{a + b]\qs-1 - cd{l - abzq/cd)q2s-2.       (2.2) 

As was the case for the 20i summation formulas in [11], partial cancellations occur in 
(2.2) in the two cases: z = q and z — cd/abq. Unlike the 2^1 case, however, there is 
no essential difference between these cases for a truly bilateral 2^2 series, as we shall 
see shortly. So, let us take z = cd/abq. Then we get 

T(*)VXI(*) = ^— [(1 - abq2/cd)(l - aqs)q-s - 6(1 - aq/c)(l - aq/d)].      (2.3) 

By (1.1), p(s) satisfies the equation 

p(S + l) _(l-aq°)(l-bq°) 
p(s) (l-cqs)(l-dq°) 

(cd/abq2) 

whose solution is 

where A is either a constant or a unit-periodic function of 5 which need not be an 
integer. The defining relation for (a ; q)8 in that case is (a ; q)s = (a ; q)oo/(aqs 5 ^oo- 
We shall assume throughout this paper that q is real and 0 < q < 1. Since our interest 
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in this section is a summation formula, we will take 5 = SQ + k where SQ G C and 
k G Z. If we choose 

(M;g)s0i A = 
(«, &; q) 

^(cd/abq)-80, 
so 

then we get 

p(8) = p(5o + *)■ = a-^^hcd/abq*)* 
(ac,ad]q)k 

where a = qSo. Our aim is to evaluate the sum 
oo oo 

2 PW«'= E />(*o+*)?*o+fc 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
fc= — OO 

= 2^2 ac,ad>q>cd/abq = fi(a) 

By (1.13), 

^2 2^2 
ac,ad''q>Cd/abq = 2^2 

'q/ac,q/ad        ' 
q/aa,q/ab'q,q (2.8) 

which justifies our earlier statement that there is no essential difference between the 
cases z = q and z = cd/abq. Using (1.1), (2.3), and (2.7), we find that 

(1 - cd/abq2)(l - l/aa)fi(aq) - (1 - c/aq)(l - d/aq)h(a) 

= a"1 [ lim a{sQ + k)p{sQ + fc) -' lim <T(SO - ^)p(5o - ^)1.    (2.9) 

By (2.1) and (2.6), 

.x (aa, ab ; q)c 
lim CT(SO + fc)p(so + k) = a"1^"'^;^00 lim {cd/abq2)" = 0, (2.10) 

fc—+oo (ac, ad ; 9)00 fe-»oo 

if 

< q2 < 1. (2.11) 

Note that, by (1.9), the series in (2.7) converges in the region \cd/ab\ < q < 1, 
so the condition (2.11) is more restrictive than what seems to be necessary. We 
shall, however, be able to relax this restriction in the end by appealing to an analytic 
continuation. We also have 

-2 (#/ac> q/ad; g)oo lim a{so - £)p{so - £) = acdq' 
i^oo (q/aa,q/ab;q)c 

(2.12) 

(l-cd/abq2)(l-l/aa) 
/l(a) -     (l-c/aq)(l-d/aq)    ^^ ~ 

Prom (2.9), (2.10), and (2.12), we now obtain the nonhomogeneous recurrence relation 

 oo (g/ac, q/ad ; q)^ 
(1 - aq/c)(l - aq/d) (q/aa, q/ab ; q)^ ' 

(2.13) 

In order to solve this equation, we shall first try to get rid of the non-homogeneous 
term on the right-hand side. If we replace a by a"1 and denote 

a/a, b/a 
/2(a) = 2^2 c/a, d/a 

; g, cd/abq (2.14) 
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then we have 

/2(a) - 
{l-cdlabq2)(l-ala) 

(1 — c/aq)(l — d/aq) 
f2(aq) = 

a la (aq/c, aq/d; q)c 

(1 - aq/c)(l ~ aq/d) (aq/a, aq/b ; q)c 

Let us introduce a third function: 

/(a) = /i(a)-a: 2 (ag/a, aq/b, q/ac, q/ad ; q)c 

(q/aa, q/ba, aq/c, aq/d ; q)c 
-/2(a). 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

The motivation of this step is clear: multiplying (2.15) by the factor of /2(a) in 
(2.16) makes the right-hand side equal to that of (2.13). So we obtain a homogeneous 
recurrence formula which, on replacing a by a/g, gives 

/(a) 
(l-c/a)(l-d/a) 

:/(«/«)• (1 — cd/abq)(l — q/aa) * 

Iterating it n — 1 times and then taking the limit n —> 00, we get 

(c/M/a;3)oc 
/(a) = (cd/abq, q/aa; q)c 

lira f{aq-n). 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

It is a simple exercise to show that the limit exists. But, /(a) is symmetric in a, b 
by definition, so (2.18) must have the same property. Relabelling /(a) by /(a, 6), we 
then have 

/(a, 6) = 
(c/a,d/a,c/b,d/b ; g)^ 

(cd/abq, q/aa, q/ab ; g)c 
-A(c,d) (2.19) 

where A(c,d) = lim^n.+oo f(aq n,bq m) must be independent of a and b.   Setting 
a     and 6 = a, we find that 

A(c,d) = 
{q,q/a2,cd/q;q)Q 

2</>l (ac, ad, c/a, d/a ; g) 

2 (qa2,q/ac,q/ad',q) 
a 

q/ac, q/ad #      ' 
<7/a2      '^ 

(2.20) 

•201 qa* <i,q (q/a2,aq/c1aq/d]q)l 

=     (g, a2, g/a2, cd/g, q2/cd ; g)^ 
(ac, ad, c/a, d/a, aq/c, aq/d ; g)oo 

by [5, 11.23]; see also [11].   Use of (2.20) in (2.19) leads to the desired summation 
formula 

2^2 
a2 (ttg/a» Qg/^ g/ac> g/^^; g)oo 1 

(g/aa,g/a6,ag/c,aq/d \ q)oo2 
aa,ab m       ,,, 
ac,ad>q>cd/abq 

_       (g, a2, q/a2,cd/q, q2/cd, c/a, d/a, c/b, d/b ; q)^ 

(ac, ad, g/aa, q/ba, c/a, d/a, a^/c, ag/d, cd/abq ; g')c 

a/a, b/a 
c/a, d/a 

; g, cd/abq 

(2.21) 

Since both sides are analytic in the region |cd/ab| < q < 1, we now may replace the 
annulus (2.11) by the wider region. Each of the 2^2 series above can be transformed 
to a 2^2 series with argument q; see [5, Ex. 5.20 (ii)]. Then, by taking a = i and 
relabelling the parameters, one can show that (2.21) is equivalent to Askey's formula 
[1, 3.13]. 
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It is instructive to note that by replacing a by ia and using (2.7), we can rewrite 
(2.21) in the form of a g-integral: 

rooniaqt/a9iaqt/b iq)^^     (-iqt/aa, -iqt/ab ; q)^   _{ 
Jo    L (iaqt/c, iaqt/d ; q)^ (-iqt/ac, -iqt/ad ; q)^ a 

= (i-q) (g, -^2
? -q/a2, cd/q, q2/cd, c/a, d/a, c/b, d/b ; q)^  

a     (iac, -iq/ac, iad, -iq/ad, iaq/c, -ic/a, iaq/d, -id/a, cd/abq ; q)^ ' 
(2.22) 

In addition, the expression on the left-hand side of (2.22) can be written as a single 
bilateral integral if we adopt the notation 

/oo f SQ+M -SQ+N x 

m4"h = (l-q)lKmo    £    /(«•)*' +Jim      £     /(-«•)«• f    (2-23) 

where a = qSo,so eC such that it does not produce any singularities in the summands. 
The usual bilateral g-integral given in [5, (1.11.5)] is then a special case of (2.23) with 
a = 1. The summation formula (2.21) then reads 

J-oo (itf/c, iqt/d ; q)^  Q 

Joo = (l~g) (q, -a2, -g/a2, cd/q, q2/cd, c/a, rf/a, c/6, d/6 ; g)c  
a     (iac, -iq/ac, iad, -iq/ad, iaq/c, -ic/a, iaq/d, -id/a, cd/abq ; q)^ 

(2.24) 

where \cd/abq\ < 1, a ^ 0. 

3. A Ramanujan-type integral for 2^2 

Suppose a^qk,k = 0, ±1, ±2,.... Let us consider the integral 

/(a, 6, c, d) 

=  r r(g1-/aa,g1-Va6;g)eo    . _   2 (^
+1/a, ag-+1/6 ; g) 

./-oo [(g'-Vac, ^-/ad ; 9)00 q (aq'+i/c, aq>+1/d ; g) 
00 „s uj(s)ds    (3.1) 

where u(s ± 1) = a;(s) and the integrand has no singularities on the real line. It can 
be shown that with appropriately chosen LJ(S), the integral exists provided \cd/ab\ < 
q < 1, which is the same condition as required for the existence of the bilateral series 
in the previous section. 

Suppose f(x) is continuous on M, /^ f(x)dx exists, and the bilateral sum E^-oo 
f(x + n) converges uniformly for x G [0,1]. Then 

/OO /»1        oo 

f(x)dx= /     V   f(x + n)dx. (3.2) 
■oo Jo „r-v. 
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This is the theorem that was used in [6], [10] to produce some basic bilateral integrals 
of Ramanujan-type. Using (3.2) in (3.1), we find that 

T,   L     JN     (q,c/a>c/b,d/a,d/b,cd/q,q2/cd\q)oo 
/(a'b'C'd) = (cd/abq ; qU 

Jo 

(a2q2s,ql-2sla2;q)oou{s)q-sds 

(acqs,adqs, aqs+1/c, aqs+l/d,q^s/ac, qis/ad, cq-s/a, dq-s/a ; q)^ 
(3.3) 

Note that this formula, along with (3.1), has the same formal appearance as the q- 
integral in (2.22) if we transform the integrals in (3.1) by taking q~s = t in the first, 
and qs = tin the second. Also, choosing 

{acqs, adq^aq^/c, aq^/d, ql-s/ac, q^/ad, cq-s/a, dq-s/a ; q)c 

(3.4) 

right-hand side of (3.3) yields the value 1 for the integral, leading to the integration 
formula 

/oo 

Uq1-/aatq
1-/ab,a«f+1/c,aq'+1/d; 9)00 

-OO '- 

- aVW+Va^+VM'-V^-V^ I q)oo] 
(caqs,daqs,cq-sla,dq-slcc ; 9)00 

x {a2q2s^i-2s/a2.q)oo 

_ (q, c/a, d/a, c/b, d/b, cd/q, q2/cd ; 9)00 ^ ^ 
(cd/abq ; q)^ 

provided, of course, the integrand on the left-hand side has no poles on the real line 
and \cd/abq\ < 1. In particular, setting a = i, transforming q'8 to t in the first 
integral and qs to t in the second, and then replacing a, b by q/a, q/b, respectively, 
we obtain 

f00 (iat, ibt, ict, idt, -ic/t, -id/t, -iq/ct, -iq/dt; q)^ (1 +12) 

Jo (-^-t-a 59)00 t 

= log^"1) (q,ac/q,ad/qybc/q,bd/q,cd/q,q2/cd ; q)^ ^ ^ 

2 (abcd/q3 ] q)oo 

provided \abcd/q3\ < 1, a, 6, c, d is assumed to be real. 
In closing this section, we would like to point out that the Barnes-type integral 

corresponding to the 2^2 sum is the result 

1    f (acqs, gi-yac, dqs+1/a, aq-s/d ; q)^ ^ -I 
CO c (cqs,dqs,aq-s,bq~s 5 Q) 

_ (a, q/a,ac/d, qd/ac, abed ; q)^ .     . 
(g, ac, ad, be, bd^q)^ log (q'1) 

where C is the part of the imaginary axis from —iT to iT, T = Tr/log^-1), which 
was proved in [10]. This is equivalent to an integral due to Askey and Roy [2]. 
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4. The q-linear lattice x(s) = q~s: the 3^3 formula 

Let us take 

»(») - fm'Hi - s'-V/Xi -11-/a), 

^,+T(.)^(.).fiza2fl^L-!V-, (4.1) 
such that there is the balance condition 

abcq2 = fgh. (4.2) 

This corresponds to a Pearson-type equation for the rational functions on g-linear 
grid, [8]-[10]. Prom (4.1) and (4.2), it follows that 

rwvxaw,• = -W-°g/ga-^) + fstx-hm-h/b) i^) (4_3) 

which shows that r(5) has a pole at s = logft/logfa-1). Since the right-hand side 
must be symmetric in a, 6, c, this particular form is a reflection of our intention to set 
up a recurrence in the parameter c. Prom (1.1) and (4.1), we get 

P(* + l) _ (l-aqs){l-bqs){l-cqs) ^ 
p(s) (l-fqs^l-gqs^i-hqsf 

whose solution is 

where A is a constant (but it can be any unit periodic function of s). In particular, 
for so G C, k = 0, ±1, ±2,..., 

,    + fc) = ^(/gS0
?OTS0

?^
Q;g)oo  230 (<Vlao,bq'°,cq'*;q)kik 

Let 

so that 

Let us denote 

*" = a   .ml   A = Q-x(^^^;9)°o (4.6) 

P(s)q-* = Piso + %-*- * = ^^i^V- (4-7) (a/, ag, ah ; g)^ 

50+iV 

tii(c):= Jim      ^    p(5)g-s (4.8) 
N—+00 s=so—M 

(aa,ab,ac; q)k   k 

k=_oo (otf, ag, ah ; q)k 

= 3^3 a/, ag, ah'q'q 
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Then, using (4.3) and (4.7), and after summing (1.1), we obtain the formula 

(l-h/a)(l-h/b)(l-ac) 
(1 - ah) 

ui(cq)- (1 - cq/f)(l - cq/g^xic) 

From (4.1) and (4.7), it follows that 

2 -, 

= ^- I" lim p(so + k)a(so + fe) - lim p(so - e)cr(so - t) .    (4.9) 
fa Lk-+oo i^oo J 

lim p(5o + k)a{so + k) = a 
_l (aa, ab, ac ; g)o 

(a/, a^f, a/i; q)c 

and 

lim /o(5o — ()(J(SQ — i) = 
afg fa/afi q/a9i q/ah; g)c 

^->oo' v w      '   N^      '       g2   (q/aa,q/ab,q/ac]q)c 

Thus we have a nonhomogeneous recurrence formula 

« r^     (l-cq/m-cq/g)(l-ah) 
Ul{cq) -   (l-h/a)(l-h/b)(l-ac) U1{C) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

cq* (aa, a6, qac ; g)c 

a(l - h/a)(l - h/b)fg (a/, a^, qah ; g)oo 

_ afe (g/ot/i g/^g? 1/afe ; g)c 
(1 - h/a)(l — h/b) {q/aa, q/ab, 1/ac ; g)0 

(4.12) 

Unlike the situation in Section 2, we now have two nonhomogeneous terms on the 
right-hand side, both of which cannot be transformed away. So we will try to get rid 
of one of them. But which one? To address this question, we recall that we are trying 
to iterate (4.12) in the parameter c which appears in the first term in {qac ; q)^ and 
{qah ; q)^, while it appears in the second term in {l/ah ; q)^ and (1/ac ; q)^. It 
is the second term that will be impossible to iterate, so the logical thing to do is to 
eliminate this term. Denoting ^(c) := ui{c ; a-1), i.e., 

U2{c) = sips 
a/a, b/a, c/a 
f/a,g/a,h/a'q'q. 

(4.13) 

so that 

„ t^   (i-"?//)(i-«?/g)(i-ftA*)   , * 
U2{cq) -   {l-h/a)(l-h/b)(l-c/a)  U2(C) 

acgr (a/a, 6/a, cq/a ; q)c 

fg{l - h/a){l - h/b) {f/a,g/a, hq/a ; q)^ 

 h {aq/f,aq/g,a/h;q)oc 
a(l - h/a){l - h/b) {aq/a, aq/b, a/c ; ^oo 

Then, defining 

u{c) = ui{c) — a: 2 (ag/a, ag/6, ag/c, q/af, q/ag, q/ah ; g)c 

(ag//, ag/^f, ag//i, g/aa, q/ab, q/ac ; g)c 
TX2(c), 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 
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we find from (4.14), on replacing c by c/g, h by h/q, and using (4.2), that 

tt(c)_ (i-fm-g/c)(i-q/<*) 
(1 - aq/h)(l - bq/h)(l - q/ac) 

q/ah (aa, afe, ac ; q)c 
p(c)    (4.16) 

where 

p(c) = 1 — a 

(1 - aq/h)(l - bq/h) (a/, ag, ah ; q) 

4 (a/a, ag/a, 6/^5 otq/b, c/a, ag/c, a/, g/a/, otg, q/ag, ah, q/ah ; q) 
(aa, g/aa, aft, g/a6, ac, g/ac, //a, ag//, p/a, aq/g, h/a, aq/h ; g)c 

(4.17) 

It can be easily verified that p(cq) = p(c) and that, by symmetry, similar relations 
hold in all six parameters a, 6, c, /, g, h. 

Iterating (4.16), we obtain 

u{c) = y
,Z9J**,^q)\  u(cq-*) 

+ 

(aq/h, bq/h, q/ac ; 4)2 

(q/ah)p(c) (aa, ab, ac ; q)c 

■E- 
(f/c,g/ciq)k 

(1 - ag/ft)(l - 6g//i) (a/, ap, aft ; g)^ ^ (aq2/h, bq2/h ; g)fc 

By induction, it can be proved easily that 

(f/c,g/c,q/ah;q)n 

{cq/h)\    (4.18) 

u{c) 
(aq/h, bq/h, q/ac ; q)n 

u(cq-n) 

+ (q/ah)p(c) (aa, ab, ac ; q)0 

(1 - aq/h)(l - bq/h) (af, ag, ah ; q)c 

It can be shown that 

aa, ab 

n-l 

£ 
fc=0 

(f/c,g/c',q)k 

(aq2/h,bq2/h',q)k 
(cq/h)k.    (4.19) 

lim u(cq n) = 2^2 5 q, cq/h 

a 

af,ag 

2 (<x<i/ai a<i/bi <i/<xfi q/gg; g)c 
2,02 

a/a,b/a /7 

f/atg/a'**'0*"1 (q/aa, q/ab, aq/f, aq/g ; g) 

which, by (2.22), equals 

(g, a2, g/a2, fg/q, q2/fg, f/a, g/a, f/b, g/b ; ^QQ 

(//a, aq/f, g/a, aq/g, q/aa, q/ab, af, ag, cq/h ; q)^ ' 

Hence, by taking the limit n —► 00 in (4.19), we obtain the formula 

aa, ab, ac 

(4.20) 

3^3 af, ag, ah q,q 

2 (aq/a, aq/b, aq/c, q/af, q/ag, q/ah ; q)^ 
.   Q/      . _ ——     OWO 

(q/aa, q/ba, q/ca, aq/f, aq/g, aq/h ; q)^ 
a/a, b/a, c/a 
f/a,g/a,h/a>q>q 

(q, a2, g/a2, fg/q, q2/fg, q/ah, f/a, g/a, f/b, g/b, f/c, g/c ; q)^ 
(f/a, aq/f, g/a, aq/g, q/aa, q/ab, q/ac, af, ag, aq/h, bq/h, cq/h ; q)c 

+ (q/ah)p(c) (aa, ab, ac ; q)0 

(1 - aq/h)(l - bq/h) (af, ag, ah ; q)c 
3<f>2 

q, f/c, g/c , 
aq2/h,bq2/h>q'Cqlh 

(4.21) 
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Note that if we set a — q/h, then this reduces to 

aq/h, bq/h, cq/h # 

409 

3^2 fq/h,gq/h     >q>q 

__ (aq2/h,bq2/h,cq/h;q)c 
3<f>2 

q,f/c,g/c /h (4.22) 
{^f(llK9q/h\q)c 

which is a transformation formula between a balanced zfa series and an unbalanced 
one and, indeed, a special case of [5, (111.10)]. Substituting this into (4.21), we obtain 
a more symmetric formula: 

aa, a&, ac 
3^3 a/, ag, ah ' 9»9 

2 (ag/a, ag/6, ag/c, g/a/, g/ag, q/ah ; g)^ 
- a T-I T. ; ; r, r— 3^3 

a/a, 6/a, c/a 
f/a,g/a,h/a;q>q (g/aa, g/6a, g/ca, ag//, 025/5, ag/ft ; g)c 

(g, a2, g/a2, /g/g, g2//g, q/ah, //a, //b, //c,g/a, g/b, g/c ; g)^ 
(//a, ag//, g/a, ag/g, g/aa, g/a6, g/ac, a/, ag, ag//i, 6g//i, cq/h ; g)c 

+ (aa, ab, ac, g, /g/fe, gg/fe ; g)^    gp(c) 
(a/, ag, a/i, ag//i, 6g//i, eg/ft ; g)oo   ah l<f)2 392 

aq/h, bq/h, cq/h .      ' 

/gA,ggM    'q'q 

(4.23) 

where p(c) is defined by (4.17). 
If we now set a = g//, we obtain 

3^2 
a<q/f,bq/f,cq/f        " 

sg/Mg//    ,g^ 

(ag//,bg//,cg//,/g//i,gg//i; g)^ / 

(aq/h,bq/h,cq/h,gq/f,hq/f ; g)oo /i 

x 302 
ag//i, 6g//i, cg/fe .      ' (g/a,g/b,g/cj/h ; g)c (4.24) 

(ag//i, 6g//i, cq/h, gq/f ; g)0 

which is simply the non-terminating g-Saalschiitz formula [5, (11.24)]. 

5. A Ramanujan-type integral for 3^3 

As in Section 3, we will assume that a ^ qk, k = 0, ±1, ±2,   In fact, to ensure 
convergence of all the integrals and sums we shall consider, we may assume, without 
any loss of generality, that Im a ^ 0, and all other parameters are real. Let us then 
consider the integral 

Ja(a,6,c,; /,0,ft) 
«/—( 

q1  sla<x,ql ''/ba,q1-a/ca;q)<x 

.tf-'Mrf-'/agyqi-'/ah; q)c 

— a 2
 (ag'+1/o,ag'+V6, ag'+Vc ; 9) 00  ^-s a;(a) ds    (5.1) 
(ags+V/,ags+Vg, aq^/h^q)* 

where the balance condition (4.2) is assumed to hold. 
Of course, we may allow the integrals to have some simple poles, but we must then 

interpret the integrals appropriately in a principal-value sense. These questions were 
considered in detail in [9], so the interested readers may look up that reference to see 
how one could deal with the same questions here. For our purposes, we shall take the 
easier route by making the assumptions indicated above. 
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Using (3.2) and (4.23), we find, in a manner similar to our treatment of the 2^2 
integral in Section 3, that 

Ja(a,6,c; f,g,h) = 

*/ ./o 

(g> //Q» 9/a>> f/k g/b, f/c, g/c, fg/q, q2/fg ; g)c 

{aq/h, bq/h, cq/h ; q)^ 

(a2q2s,q1'-2s/a2'1q)OQu;(s)q-sds 

(aqs+1/f, fq~s/(x, <x<f+1/g, 0<r*A*> a/9s> <ll~8l<xf> a9Qs, q^'/ag ; g)c 

+ «   (qJq/h,gq/h'Jq)c 
$2 392 

aq/h, bq/h, cq/h %      " 
aft (aq/h, bq/h, cq/h ; g) 

f1  (aaqs, abqs, acqs
y q

1~s/aa, q1~s/ba, ql~l 

Jo   {otfq8, agqs, ahqs, q^/af, q^'/ag, q1" 

1  (aaqs,abqs,OLcqs,ql  a/aoL,q1 a/ba,q1  s/ca; q)^   _2s 

/afc;g)ooS    ^ 

x 11     a^fog'Vttiftg V^cg V^g1 "M^1  V^gig1  s/<xh;q) 
' (q1-s/aa1 q

1"8/^, q1~s/ac, fq~s/a, gq~s/oL, hq~s/a ; g) 
00 

00 

(aqsJtl/a,aqs'irl/b,aqs+1/c,afqs,agqs,ahqs ; g)0 

(aags, a6gs, acgs, aq^/f, aqs+1/g, aqs+1/h ; g)c 
ds. (5.2) 

Taking 

U) w = (aq8+1/fjq s/a,aqsJrl/g,gq ^a^afq^q1 s'/af.agq^q1 s/ag;q) OO       o 

(aVs,?1-2V"2;?)c 
(5.3) 

which is obviously a unit-periodic function, we obtain the formula 

" {q1~s/aoL,q1~s/ba,ql-s/ca,aqs+l/f,aqs'¥l/g ; q)c fi {ql-8/ah ; g)c 

yoo^-s 

2 (ags+1/a, aqs+1/b, ags+1/c, g1  '/a/, g1  s/ag ; g)^    ' 
(ouf+i/hiqU \ 

(/g J/Q,gg 8/oL,afqs,otgqs ;g)oo^ 
gsds 

(g> //Q» g/Q
? /A g/&

? //c» g/c» /g/g» g2//g; g)c 
(ag/ft, 6g//i, cq/h ; g)^ 

3^2 
X   (fr/g/Mg/frsg)*) 
a/i (ag/ft, &g/ft, eg/ft ; g)c 

Z1 (aagg, abg5, acgs, ags+1//, ags+1/^ ; g)oo „_s 

05//1,6g/ft, cg//i.      ' 

/"   (aags,a6gs,acgs,a( 
J0      W,qi-z*/a2,< a/igs,g1~,s/a/i; g)c 

x (q1-*/aa^q1-*'/ab.q1'87ac,/g"a/a.gq'3'/a ; g)c 

x   l-a4g' 
4 45 {o,q-s/a,bq-8/a,cq-s/a,ql-s/af,ql  8/ag,ql  s/ah;q) 

(q1~8/aa1 q
l-s/ab, g1-5/ac, /g~s/a, gq~s/a, hq-s/a ; g) 

(ags+1/a, ags+1/b, aqs+1/c, afq8, agqs, ahqs ; g) 
(aags, a6gs, acgs, ags+1//, ags+1/g, aqs+1/h ; g) 

00 

00 

)=o 
ds. (5.4) 
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We may try to simplify this formula a bit by taking special values of a, say, a = i, 
but because of the integral on the right-hand side, the simplification does not lead to 
any substantial improvement. Nevertheless, this is an example of a Ramanujan-type 
balanced integral that arises out of a g-linear lattice. It is balanced in the sense that 
there is an overall balance between the parameters in the denominator and numerator 
of the integrand expressed by (4.2). 

It is interesting, however, that the Barnes-type integral corresponding to the same 
lattice and same <T(S) and r(s) yields a much simpler result: 

-f toi Jc 

(afqs+\q s/af.gq'/a.aq1 s/g,hqs ; q)^ds 

vf   hln   hlh   h/n - n\ 
(5.5) 

2iTi Jc (q1-8//, ql-s/g,aq8, bqs,cqs ; q)^ 

_ (<*, g/a, oijjg, qg/ocf, h/a, h/b, h/c ; q) 

logte-1)^, aq/f,bq/f,cq/f,aq/g, bq/g,cq/g ; q)c 

where a, 6, c, /, #, h are still related by the balance condition (4.2), a is another 
parameter such that af / 0, a/g / 0, and C is the same contour described in 
Section 3. This formula is Gasper's [4] extension of Askey and Roy's formula (3.7). 
For evaluation of the integral (5.5) by using a Pearson-type equation, see [10]. 
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